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editor's note

Greetings,

We received an interesting response to our call for work
written in second person. However, one we received is
excellent: check out Patty Houston's fiction on page 14.
'Vessel" by Jason Porter is a great second person account
in poetry.
Wright State students, check out the contests that are
going on now. See pages 6 and 7 for all the info. There are
cash awards as well as electronic prizes. Both organizations
sponsoring the contests are being very generous. The
winners from both contests will be published in our Spring
issue.
There is a theme for Spring, page 5 explains it in detail but
as always--be creative with your intrepretation of what we're
asking for. Don't even think "I wonder what they want?!"
Send us what you've got. Our cover may also give you a few
interesting ideas.
I thank Lillian Johnson, Bolinga Center; Juanita Wehrle
Einhom, Affirmative Action; Dr. Anne Wendt; Dr. James
Dobson; Corey Leftridge and Hollis Scott, Black Student
Union, Dr. Gary Pacernick & Debra Wilburn for their input
on this issue:
I have been enriched.
Peace.
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The Department f Emdi ,h

Wright State University

Literary Contest

ESSAY CONTEST

for Wright tate Uni r ity Student
Co- ponsored b Nl:.J\1 /S

Three Cate2ories
Fiction/Poetry/Creative Nonfiction

Asian American Fest 1996

Topic:
America is made up of people from different religious, ethnic, racial and cultural backgrounds. Describe an experience
where you learned something about Asian culture, or if you are of Asian descent, about another Asian culture. Explain how
the experience has enriched your understanding of cultural diversity in America and/or what you intend to do with your new
knowledge in the future.

Rules:
Essays may not exceed 1,000 words, and must be typed, double-spaced
Entrants must be currently registered
undergraduate or graduate Wright State University - Main Campus and Lake Campus students.

$50 first prize--$25 second prize--in each category
The Rules
1. Only Wright State University students may enter. Nexus paid staff members are

ineligible.
2. No more than two short stories, tuo e. says or five poem per person may be
submitted
3. Submissions must be previously unpublished work.
4. Submissions must be clearly marked for the contest and must include a cover letter
with your name, address, telephone number, Allyn Hall mailbox number, and a short
autobiographical statement. DO NOT PUT YOUR NAME ON THE
MANUSCRIPT ITSELF. Entries must be neatly typed · short stories and essays
should be double-spaced and poems should appear as they would for publication.
Maximum length: 5,000 words
5. The first and second place winners will be announced and will appear in the
spring/summer issue of Nexus . All entrants will receive a complimentary copy of the
issue.

A separate information page must be stapled to your essay listing your name, major, classification as freshman, sophomore,
junior, senior, or graduate student, college/school, home address, and telephone number. Do not identify yourself
anywhere on the essay. Please also type the following statement on the information page, along with your signature and
the date of submission of your essay:

I am submitting my essay in response to the Asian American Fest essay contest at Wright State
University. I attest that I have written this essay in my own words. I agree to have my essay reproduced
or distributed, in print or electronic fonn, to the university and Dayton communities, and beyond. The
University reserves its own right to revoke the prize if the essay is not written solely by me.
Please submit five copies of the essay along with the information page to:
Dr. Chris Hall
Asso. Professor of English
415 Millett Hall
Wright State University
Dayton, OH 45435

Deadlin·e:
All entries must be postmarked no later than MARCH 22, 1996

Awards:
Three winners will be selected and notified the week of April 22, 1996.
One first place: HP Omnigo 100 Organizer PlusW/1MB Ram
One second place: Sony Internal SCSI, 2X CD-Rom Drive for PC
One third place: Sony ICF-Short Wave 30/12-Band Digital Receiver Clock Radio

More Information:
For more information about the essay contest, please call Dr. Chris Hall (513) 873-3767, or Dr. Tsing Yuan,

(513) 873-2810.
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Submissions must be received by 1arch 22, 1996 Send submissions to Nexus
Literary Contest, WO l6C Student Union , Wright State University, Dayton, Ohio
45435, or leave them at the office.

7. All decisions are final.
For more information, please contact Beth Wharton at 873-2283 or the Nexus office

The Asian American Fest essay contest was made possible by the generous support of
the following organizations:
Hewlett Packard Company, Sony Electronics
Incorporation, and Graham MicroAge.
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Vessel
Jason Porter

Second Annual Western Fiction Contest
sponsored by

The Redneck Review
of Literature
A Magazine of Contemporary Western American Literature and the
Westward Movement

Since 1975

Prizes: $250 First/$150 Second and Publication
awarded for two contemporary previously
unpublished short stories
by "new" writers who best challenge
Western American Mythology

Include SASE and reading fee of $10 per story. 5000 word maximum.
Must be postmarked by July 15, 1996.
Winners will be notified by November 1, 1996.

0
Send to:
The Redneck Review
P.O. 0654
Pocatello, Idaho 83204
Subscription rates: $20 per year

From the shore the waves seem soothing,
rising and falling gently
like sheets drying on a clothesline.
But in the water
your father was caught by the current,
dragged out
to where surfers floated,
straddling their boards like bareback riders.
He panicked, gasped quickly for air
so his muscles ached
and the shore seemed
too far to reach
and getting farther.
You called him,
kicking your legs quickly, smoothly,
-take my ann
-I'll drag you in
-I'm here if you'll just...
but he called to a surfer,
some anonymous boy
whose anns slid through the water like propellers,
brown and gleaming,
a rescuer; the cowboy of oceans,
a son of the waves.
He let himself get dragged in
holding onto the Styrofoam,
breathing and kicking
saying, I'm alright, everything's alright.
And you swam in next to him,
checking to see that he held on
floating with the water,
paddling towards safety.
So he says now
'that boy saved my life'
and you can feel
the water fill the cup of your hands
and empty,
draining out through the imperfect fit of your fingers.
You must have been too young,
too foolish to think,
your hands could be
a vessel for water.
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JOURNEYS
John Grey

There are journeys
in the beer can,
this shiny metal in tall grass,
picking a glint of conversation
with the moon.
I stop the car,
listen to its jagged feel
tell of factories
and refrigerator cases
and the liquor in its guts
and rough men in pick-ups
emptying it in one boozy gulp
and then tossing it
through the cabin window
to land here
in state highway rough.
There are journeys
in stopping our journeys,
everywhere to go in bending down,
rescuing this wad of metal
for a brief second of conjecture,
freezing my face in it
like I do your good looks.
There are journeys in the knees
that do curiosity's bidding,
in the eyes that hold
that flash of light
up to the light.
There are journeys
in putting things
back where they were,
in touching everything,
upsetting nothing.
There are journeys in my hands
as they move you into me
on cloudless nights
with stars overhead
that must go so far every moment

to keep up with where they are.
There's so many journeys
in this silence,
in the touch of us,
that cars pull in off the highway,
fill the space beneath us,
motors purring,
idling tune.
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BIRD TALK
John Grey

You listen to cockatoos,
ears hard against
chattering beak.
I ask why
do words sound better
shed of meaning.
You say you're listening
to how the bird was taught,
the lonely patience
of repeating the same words
over and over
in a dark room
to this white-winged mimic.
What you hear
are those nights,
the dead tired voice
fighting back sleep,
putting aside life itself
to make one trick work.
More than that,
you're listening
to the words
those nights teach your nights,
a speech learned well,
answering the need
in why I need to know,
parrot fashion.

amina& mary
KenHaponek

touch new fingers through your mother's stretching skin
sheltered in fluid, you dream of goddesses
and earths spinning around trembling sunslaughter caresses your ears like whalesongs
of dusked seas in cacooned nights. three hearts
weave rythms with wreathed time-you blink
& slumbered breaths stroke your flesh.

HOW TO MAKE UP. ALMOST
Patty Houston

Have lunch on Saturday with the girls. Wear your black
spandex leggings for their limming effect with your pink an
gora sweater-set, the one that ha a row of p arl buttons down
the front of the outer sweater and a single pearl at the nape of
the neck of the inside one for firmly securing the price tag in
place in case you get no, or strictly flimsy, compliments and
decide to return it to Bargain City where you bought it Friday
night while shopping for a jigsaw puzzle.
Sip a Caffe Latte. Search for the "pleasant, aromatic
complexity" the menu promises. Give up. Wear a foamy milk
mustache but suspect nothing until your girlfriends and other
strangers rotate turns staring at your face as if you've sprouted
a mature beard right before their eyes. Clean up your act. Re
apply a coat of lipstick.
Withdraw from the Marge and Judy circle when Marge,
pushing back her shirt sleeves, plants her elbows deep into the
tablecloth and slices through thin air with the sides of her
meaty hands before launching into, "You take your Miracle
Whip then grab hold of that cucumber. Crush it. Now the
trick here is to... "
Eavesdrop instead on Lois who is saying to Kay, "It's
second nature to them. They all do it."
Think: WRONG. Listen anyway to Lois' version of her
Jimmy, the condom sales rep, explaining to their new neigh
bors that he works in a highly specialized medical field. Be
grateful for Roger, honest as new, white cotton underwear,
home tending the baby and taking Katie to her roller skating
party.
When the waitress clears the plates and asks, "And how
was every little thing?" refrain from saying, "Shrimply deli
cious." Sip your third Latte. Know you have entered the range
within which coffee wavers between brain stimulation and
causing blindness. Later, blame what you are about to say on
your caffeine overdose when Kay turns and asks in her sweety,
sweet voice a question she already knows the answer to,
"Haven't you always wanted to throw a Kari-Mae?"
Think: No way. Kari-Mai parties rank right up there with
teeth removal by pliers and tongue stitches. But say, "Me? A
cosmetics party? I barely even use the stuff."
"As a favor? It's my sister-in-law's niece-she's just
starting out in the business and needs a break. Please?

Please? Pretty please? With sugar on top?"
"Love to. Sooner the better. What's a good day,
Hon?"
Why Kay flips through her day planner, penciling
you in on Tuesday evening, hum the tune to "Beauty
School Dropout" and stare at her. Note that even her
hair's got an attitude.
Wonder when to tell Roger that dozens of women
are invited to your home to chortle and titter over egg
plant eye shadows, de-aging creams and other snake
oils for hours and hours and hours. Soon. Very soon.
Vow to him you'll both belly laugh your heads off later.
Do not say how much later.
If you can, bow out before dessert, but not with
out casually speculating on the whereabouts of Father
Fred, your high school heart-throb, who was ordained in
late July.
When Judy says, "He phones sometimes and
writes me nearly every month from his mission in Peru.
Surely YOU knew that he'd been sent to... " be breezy
and aloof as any gum-popping street chick before break
ing in with, "Just what kind of donations you been mak
ing, Miss Judy?" Watch her mouth flap as if it just
came unhinged.
Resolve to depart now that you've gotten what you
came for.
In your car, remember the time you and Freddie
(you'll never be able to call him Father Fred) sat by the
stream in the woods downing the six-pack he'd
smuggled on the senior class retreat: The two of you
pouring out your life's dreams to each other; kissing;
skinny-dipping. Giggle like an idiot at the way things
turned out instead. Notice how your hands shake.
Swear off coffee for the rest of your life.
Arrived home to an empty house and a note writ
ten in orange crayon taped to the fridge: "Kids at
Grammy's. Running errands. Be home around 6. Love
R." Kick off your shoes and shout "Hallelujah!" for this
rare chance to be home and alone at the same time.
Crank up the music for jitterbugging and singing at the
top of your lungs under a hot shower. Slip snugly into
Roger's bathrobe after you catch it mating with yours at
the foot of the bed. Hug the smell of him close like
sinking into fresh cut grass. Lose track of time. Marvel
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that you are reading a book in the middle of the day, that there
are no diapers to change or juice to pour or vegetables to force
feed. Breathe deeply. Pour your elf another cup of coffee.
Consider not an wering th phone. An w r it anyway. A
minute goe by. Ori it a y ar? Your whole lifi? S ream into
the r eiv r, "But my husband' n v r v n be n on an air
plan in his ntir lif . Hate the thing . You've got th wrong
guy. Look, is this some kinda joke or what?" Slam down the
phone. Break into a cold sweat.
Later, when they tell you, "Just be glad he had good
insurance," it will take you a minute to realize they mean
Roger. When they explain how Roger planned to surprise you
big on your wedding anniversary with his picture-framed pilot's
license and a trip to Louisville for dinner in a rented two-seater
but crashed and died before his dream came true, square your
shoulders, bite your bottom lip and say the words you will say
a thousand times in the coming weeks: "Oh my God. I can't
believe it. I just can't believe it." All the while you squeeze the
baby and hold onto Katie's hands as if they are your life lines.
Sleep with the kids in your bed every night. Tell yourself
this is temporary. Until you get used to sleeping alone. Know
you will never get used to sleeping alone.
Consider pulling yourself up by your bootstraps like your
father suggests. Mull over cruising through the terror and
chaos of these early months on the Prozac your mother offers
by the fistfuls. Decide to decide next week. This week breathing is all you can manage.
Jump, startled a bit, on a Tuesday evening when the
doorbell rings and it is someone who wears so much mascara
you wonder if it's legal, someone named Ginger who is here to
set up for the Kari-Mae. Say flatly, hotly that you do not know
what she is talking about.
"Kay said it was all arranged with you for tonight. Look,
lady, my boss is coming for this demo. Kay sent lots of invites.
My career's at stake here. Why you backing out? Clear me off
a table, pour some soft drinks, that's all ya gotta do. It'll be
over in a jiff."
Mutter, "Shit!" one hundred times with your eyes closed
and your nostrils flared. Pretend this is not happening. Start
to shut the door but stop when you glance furtively at Ginger's
face that wears the look of a cheated child. Cave in. With your
hands on your hips say, "Dry your eyes. Okay. Okay. It's just
that...Oh, what's the use?" Think: Oh my God. I can't believe
it. I just can't believe it.
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it. I just can't believe it.
Nod. Look away. Say nothing when she gushes
"thanks." Worry about what the neighbors will think. Fret
about asking your sister to keep the kids a little longer-like
overnight. Take back everything mean you ever said about her
when she says yes.
Unlock the liquor cabinet. Figure that's the only way
you're going to keep your cool. Drink two Gran Marniers
straight-up. Redden. Proceed confidently.
Check out Ginger's wares as she unloads mirrors and
polish and lotions and brochures with titles like "Face to Face
Beauty Advice" featuring women with big hair and bigger ear
rings applying lip liner that gives them an "I give wet kisses"
appeal. Fiddle with the cover of Dr. Love's Breast Book. Plot to
own a copy of The Complete Book of Butt and Legs.
Prop your head up with one hand. Scrutinize the dark
circles under your eyes, the broken blood vessels across your
checks and nose from all the crying. The puffy eyes. The
double chins. The ... Say, "Any help for me?"
Ignore her long pause, ponderous eyes, fidgety fingers.
Bounce back when she runs a brush through your hair, sweep
ing it into a twist then sculpts tendrils down your forehead and
around your ears. "Be my 'before-and-after' girl tonight? It'll
be fun. What a challenge! And you'll learn a lot. What d'ya
say?"
Stall. Peek into the mirror. Look away quickly and just
as quickly say, "Why not? Who could it hurt?"
Fling wide your front door when the troops arrive. Plan
to be flexible and light. Plan to be gracious toward every guest
but Kay who should have known better. Plan to call her in the
morning when she doesn't show up. Plan to kill her.
Accept that you are a sitting duck with an audience
when Ginger drapes a smock over your sweats and turns up
her stage lights. Drain another Gran Mamier and smile at
every one of her jokes and stories as she smears your face with
green goo fingers guaranteed to erase ten years from your
complexion. Cross your fingers. Say, "Don't be stingy with
that stuff Ging-maybe it'll take fifteen years off. Take me back
to puberty. Pre-puberty. Sperm and ovum days...."
Abandon your pledge to remain dignified throughout this
ordeal and howl with the best of 'em. Tell your Rebel Chicks
story. Introduce your common-law cats while dabbing clarify
ing lotion, dipping into pots of lip gloss, puttering around with
every shade of translucent powder, fooling with a pair of navy
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blue eye lashes.
Glance up at the gang. See judgment pass in their eyes:
You look more thrown together than tossed salad. Tossed
salad with rouge. Your own ntim nt xactly. Step asid .
Say, "Ging, find your elf another uinea pig, this one'
roast d."
Squa h your impul to bolt the door and run for th
hills when Judy squeals, "Oooht There' a man at the door!"
Sidle up to the window and see Father Freddie pacing the
length of your front porch. Flirt with the idea of playing opos
sum. Think: Oh my God. I can't believe it. I just can't believe
it.
As you head for the door, weigh out every word you will
say to him, it means that much to get it right this time. When

your mind goes blank, say instead, "Fred, how good of you to
come," in as casual a voice as you can muster. Wait for his
reaction, uncomfortable as new shoes, though experience has
taught you exactly what to expect.
When he says, "Judy wrote me about Roger. I got here
soon as I could. I'm so sorry for you and the kids." a silence,
still as the moon, settles between you drowning out the inside
cackles.
Recognize silence is a language you do not understand
when it hums into your heart: He loves you the way you love
trees in winter; scenic overlooks on mountain roads; glass
encased vases. Stare at him and through him and beyond him
and then say, "Come on in. There's someone here I want you
to meet. Ginger! Anybody seen Ging?"
The next day the sun is out. When you pick up the kids,
your mother says, "How could you?" Glare at your mother
through navy blue eyelashes.
Your sister says, "Well, does this mean the two of you
finally made up?"
Hug your sister. Say, "Almost." ~
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Loneliness
James Braziel

I want to understand distance:
that between two people
when one has died,
two people
when the marriage
has gone. I need
to know
the other.
And I am all wrong,
all worn-out
with trying to understand
why I cannot sustain
enough of myself to
keep the depressions
from surfacing. I feel
distance in every word I give as
an answer,
but I cannot
run the miles,
catch the end of this distance,
know where it comes from
or goes to; its traveling
does not work for a stop.
Instead it rides by
and overtakes, leaves
me as hollow
as the person I cannot find
to connect, as the echo
of what I said
moments ago,
what I am·saying
now in my mind
and cannot
push out.
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Generations
Janice L. Lucas
Goin' on, anyhow
Janice L. Lucas

Rocking,
age-worn bodies flatten
cushioned pews.
Moving yet
still.
Arms cloak bosoms,
dam pressures of soiled days.
Keeping time still.
Soulful moans rumble,
overflow pursed lips.
Hearts awash
in cresting rivers of unshed tears,
keep time with each beat.
Moving still.
Giving way to the spirit
tension releases its clutches.
Still.
Sturdy-backed women
bend, yield to
cascading waters.
Moving.

My mother is
a loving touch.
My grandmother is
helping hands.
My great-grandmother is
hearty laughter.
My great-great grandmother is
mother wit.
lam
all of them.
My father is
a broad grin.
My grandfather is
a hard-working soul.
My great-grandfather is
a determined spirit.
My great-great grandfather is
African.
I am
all of them.
A loving touch, grinning.
Helping hands, working.
Hearty laughter, determined.
Mother wit, African.
That's me.

Deep Water
Cindy J. Smith

Intensive Care

A certain preference for plummeting
for smooth green stones
a certain inability to do it any other way
to care less and more broadly
to know more and less well

Your body hoed lovingly with catheters
Fluorescent light shining on your face
Death has blown into the room
Insulated though your glass house is

The details are everything
of a surfacing seal, the explosive breath
pure veins of emotion hidden in fault lines
and once excavated, the pervasion of their wealth

The blows begin to rain upon your chest
Torrential now and above the fury death howls his laugh
We stand defeated and drenched
Caught in the violent run-off of your blood

It is holding a certain smoothness
a patience
a glass of sky

Your body easing into uncultivated calm
We smile relief with storm-gone pleasure
Fresh-plowed fields, wet with killing rain
Empty though your glass house is

Cindy J. Smith
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Whistlin' Dixie in a Northern State
Chad.Smith

"Does this really need a title?"
"Spare Time in one's Golden Years"
Chad.Smith

The Old Man
carefully,
concentratingly,
with perspiration upon wrinkled brow,
mows his asphalt.

As usual,

I am the center of attention.
I go,
people stare, talk behind their hands.
People look,
but that is okay. I don't mind.
In fact,
I kind of enjoy the curiosity.
I like
people knowing who I am.
I like
people knowing what I am.
I like ... wait.
That Girl;
oh my, she is beautiful
I'll go talk to her.
She knows who I am.
She knows what I am.
Hi, I say
Who are you? she says walking away.
But...But...
I'm the center of attention.
People know me.
People know of me.
She is still walking away.
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The Fool
Richard Morales

You old fool
now look what you've don
you've spilled coffee all ov r yourself
now I'll have to clean you up
and we'll be late again
Can't you do anything right?
You old fool
now look what you've done
you've fallen and gotten dirty
now I'll have to clean you up
and we'll be late again
Can't you do anything right?
You old fool
now look what you've done
you've made a mess on your bed
and I'll have to clean it up
and we'll be late again
Can't you do anything right?
You old fool
now look what you've done
you let the dog out of the house
now I'll have to chase her down
and we'll be late again
Can't you do anything right?
You old fool
now look what you've done
you let the baby get into my things
now I'll have to straighten it out
and we'll be late again
Can't you do anything right?
You old fool
now look what you've done
you let the tub overflow with water
now I'll have to mop it up
and we'll be late again
Can't you do anything right?

You old fool
now look what you've done
you're walking so slow, try to keep up
now I've got to wait for you, hurry up
and we'll be late again
Can't you do anything right?
You old fool
now look what you've done
you let someone swindle you again
now I've got to try and get your money back
and we'll be late again
Can't you do anything right?
You old fool
now look what you've done
you left home without letting me know
and I had to hunt you down
and we'll be late again
Can't you do anything right?
You old fool
now look what you've done
you've died on me
now I've got no one to be with
and I'll be late again
Can't you do anything right?
You old fool
now look what you've done
I can't tell you how much I love you
you never gave me time because of all your blunders
I'll never be late again but I'm left to wonder
Couldn't I do anything right?

Bared Soles
a one-act play
by
Andy Wibbels

Jago
Ted Brown

Jago turned against the snowbank sharply, shooting
down the powdery trail. Devil Man's Leap was ahead, he had
to build up velocity. The trees began to thin out as he neared
the edge. The trail suddenly dropped down, almost vertically,
and Jago felt the incredible rush of speed. There it was. A
sharply defined nothingness sat motionless before him. Devil
Man's Leap.
He grinned broadly to fight the fear. His stomach
dropped down to his knees. He could feel his body shaking
from the adrenaline. The ridge pushed him up, the physics
tilted his body back... and he was airborne. Flying. The can
yon below was 10 feet wide, but nearly 2000 feet deep. He saw
the snow from his board fall straight down... the cliff below him
loomed upon him... the parallax of the canyon floor dizzied
him... and he landed in the snow, his velocity driving him face
forward as he plowed through the powder.
The scene remained unchanged for several seconds.
Then a muffled laughter was heard. Slowly, Jago's laugh grew,
and he pushed himself out of the snow, onto his knees. He sat
back and laughed lustily, red-faced and '_'ibrant. Devil Man's
Leap. What a joke.
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(BRAD'S apartment. BRAD is a handsome young man in his
late 20s. He is busy in the kitchen. His sister, GLADYS, a few
years older and with a zany style, is gift wrapping a box)

BRAD
She'll be here in five minutes.

GLADYS
I better get going.
BRAD
Is this going to be alright?

GLADYS
Oh yeah. Don' wony.
BRAD
I really appreciate you helpin' me out.

GLADYS
That's how they found him three days later. Kneeling in
the snow, a grin on his face. Frozen solid. He was 72. ~

When I need to buy Stan a fishing rod, I'll be calling.

BRAD
Yeah

GLADYS
Smells like the bread's done.
BRAD
Oh

GLADYS
You got nothing to wony about. All women love 'em.
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BRAD

The perfect gift.
GLADYS

Th P rl t Gift.

GLADYS
Right. All women love 'em. She'll jump ya.

BRAD
Ya think?

BRAD
Especially for Shirley?

GLADYS
Absolutely!

GLADYS

Oh yeah.

BRAD
You did talk to her?

BRAD
But she's never tried one.
GLADYS

GLADYS
I mentioned it. She acted a little edgy when I mentioned the
word 'thongs,' but never fear.

It is every woman's fantasy

BRAD
BRAD

This is Shirley we're talkin'
GLADYS

I know who we're talkin about. Listen, little brother, would I lie
to you?

BRAD
Well
GLADYS

Yeah, I might

BRAD
But not
GLADYS
But not with something like a present for your bride-to-be

BRAD
We're not getting married
GLADYS
You will soon enough.

BRAD
You're right. What do I have to worry about, right?

Why?
GLADYS
Yeah, thongs can make a person's-you know-feel a little naked.
But she needs to let that part of her body breathe if you know
what I mean.

BRAD
I know exactly what you mean.
GLADYS
Drink a beer and relax. I'm outta here.

BRAD
You're not going to stick around and see
GIADYS
No, I have to get home and

BRAD
If you were a really good sister you'd

GIADYS
Then I guess I'm a bad sista

BRAD
I just thought that if you were around when we had the big
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GLADYS
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unveiling it might help out that's all
(SHIRLEY, a strong woman, th am age a BRAD dre sed in
bu ine attir . om in)
SHIRLEY
Hi, guys!

I'm outta here.
BRAD
You're not going to stay?
SHIRLEY
Yeah, Gladys we got enough to eat...stay and dine with us!

BRAD

BRAD
Please.

Hey, Sweets

GIADYS
GIADYS
Hey Shirl.
SHIRLEY
Gladys! What're you doing here?
GIADYS
Came by to visit my little brother and his girlfriend of three
months. Congratulations.

No, I gotta get along...
SHIRLEY
You wanna have dinner with us tomorrow?
GLADYS
What's on the magic menu?
SHIRLEY
Let's go to Brewster's.

SHIRLEY
Oh, it ain't no big deal. You cookin' hon?
BRAD

GLADYS
Sound delectable. See you, Brad. (to BRAD:) Good Luck.
Shirl. ..Bye guys.

Just a little something.

BRAD
SHIRLEY

Bye sis.

Smells great.

SHIRLEY

GIADYS
Did you want to go to the clearance at Dillard's on Saturd~y?
Tracy works there and says they are marking off all of their
summer stuff.

Bye Gladbags!
(GLADYS is gone)
BRAD

SHIRLEY

How was your day?

GIADYS
You wanna come?

SHIRLEY
Jeannie from Target called and bitched me out for 20 minutes
about her ad.

BRAD
No, thanks. I'll just sit home and do laundry.

Fuck her!

Sure.

BRAD
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SHIRLEY
That's what I wanted to say. But I ju t said: "Miss Radcliffe, I'll
ch k the order and r dit your a count ac ordingly."

BRAD

BRAD
We got rice and stir-fry with zucchini and quash.
SHIRLEY
Wat r che tnuts?

Good girl.

BRAD

SHIRLEY
Stupid lady. And then Alex Fredrickon barges in and demands
to know why he didn't get the Murphy account.

Water chestnuts and red peppers.
SHIRLEY
Any meat?

BRAD
Who the hell is he to-

BRAD
Ground b eef?

SHIRLEY
No kidding! I go "Listen, Shitwhip (I didn't really call him
shitwhip)

BRAD
Shitwhip.

SHIRLEY
Poifect.

BRAD
Want a b eer?
SHIRLEY

SHIRLEY
Murphy's is mine" because I can sell to them like no one else.

BRAD

Sure.

BRAD
Tous.

You go.

SHIRLEY

SHIRLEY
So after a few minutes of listening to him bawl on about how
he can't get the ads like I can my beeper went off. That was
when you called. Thanks for the flowers.

BRAD
Happy anniversary.
SHIRLEY
I love you.

BRAD
You're the best.
SHIRLEY
So what's cookin, good-lookin'?

To us. Brad and Shirley.

BRAD
To the Brad and Shirley show.
SHIRLEY
What're we doin' after dinner?

BRAD
Nothing, what are we doin' after dinner?
SHIRLEY
How 'bout we go see that one new movie. With whatzhisname.

BRAD
That?
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SHIRLEY

SHIRLEY
I didn't get you anything.

I want to ee it. Objection?

BRAD
Bill said it was a bad flick.

BRAD
That's okay.
SHIRLEY

SHIRLEY
God, I feel like the shit

How was today for you?

BRAD
S'alright.
SHIRLEY
S'okay?

BRAD
Don't wony.
SHIRLEY
What is it? Sounds like a clock or something heavy? Two
somethin' heavies...

BRAD
Same shit, different day.

BRAD
Maybe we should wait until after supper to open it.

SHIRLEY
SHIRLEY

Tell me about it...

Maybe we don't want to.
(SHIRLEY discovers the gift)

BRAD
It'll get cold.

What's this?

BRAD
Happy anniversary.

SHIRLEY
I love presents! ''To: Turtle-Muffin."

SHIRLEY
What?

BRAD
Happy anniversary. To my one and only."
SHIRLEY
(reading:) ''To my one and only."

BRAD

Well, open it!

BRAD

SHIRLEY
Ooo! All this tissue paper. Plastic grass. Foil.
Happy Anniversary.

Baby you're the greatest.

BRAD
(SHIRLEY opens the gift)

SHIRLEY
When's supper?

SHIRLEY
You shouldn't have.

BRAD
It's ready now, if you wanna eat.

I did.

BRAD
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SHIRLEY
You did. I can't wear these. 'Bradley, you make me blush.' Still
got the receipt?

BRAD

BRAD
How can you say that?
SHIRLEY
I just did.

Yeah.

BRAD
SHIRLEY

Let's eat th n.

BRAD

I've never even seen that part of your body.
SHIRLEY
So. Can we just eat, please?

Ok.
SHIRLEY
Why the long face? You know I won't wear either of those
things? Thongs? What led you to think I was the kind of
woman who'd wear thongs?

BRAD
Sorry.
SHIRLEY
I'm not mad. I just

BRAD
Gladys suggested it.
SHIRLEY
Gladys would suggest it. That's why she mentioned it.

BRAD
Yeah.
SHIRLEY
I'm not mad at you, hon. I just

BRAD

BRAD
Sure.
SHIRLEY
Listen, I didn't mean to hurt your feelings it's just that - I love
you.

BRAD
I love you, too.
SHIRLEY
Then what else is there to talk about? K?

BRAD
K.
SHIRLEY
Let's eat.
(goes over. Takes one out of the box, it is a thong sandaO

BRAD
Just one?

At least try one on.

SHIRLEY

SHIRLEY
don't wear these sorts of things.

BRAD

I don't wear thongs.

BRAD
Please. Pretty please with rocky road a la mode ice cream on
top with whip cream and a cherry and sugar sprinkles?

Try one.
SHIRLEY
I don't like seeing that part of my body.

SHIRLEY
Nol Stop it.
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BRAD

BRAD
They are just feet.

Why don't you like your
SHIRLEY
I don't want to talk about it.

SHIRLEY
I'm starved.

BRAD
BRAD

Feet. Everyone

I do.

SHIRLEY

SHIRLEY
They're mine and it isn't any of your business.

BRAD

Famished.

BRAD
has them.

Excuse me Miss Insecurity.
SHIRLEY

SHIRLEY
Hungry.

Watch it.

BRAD

BRAD
Nothing

No.

SHIRLEY

SHIRLEY
Hankerin'

Is this some big obstacle?

BRAD
Yes. No.
SHIRLEY
I turned down the foot massage last week. The pedicure on
Friday. Swimming on Tuesday.

BRAD
See a pattern?
SHIRLEY
Duh. Did Gladys help you pick these out?

BRAD
to be ashamed of.
Please.
SHIRLEY
No. Un-uh.

BRAD
At least try one on over your socks.
SHIRLEY
The store won't take 'em back if they've already been tried
on.

BRAD

BRAD

Yes. We were talking and

Wimp.

SHIRLEY
decided to gang up on me I see how it is

SHIRLEY
I don't want to get my footsweat all over them.
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BRAD

SHIRLEY

Chicken.

Oh brother

SHIRLEY
Id probably cat h athlete' foot from whoever tried them on
b for .

you need to reconcile.

BRAD
(imitating a chicken)>bawk< >hawk<
SHIRLEY

BRAD
SHIRLEY
I think you do.

BRAD
Ok, we both do.

Stop it.

BRAD
Why don't you like your feet?
SHIRLEY
I had a dirty old man fit me for shoes once. He got off on rubbing my feet.

BRAD
Lie.

SHIRLEY

SHIRLEY
I mean at least I'm no perv

BRAD
I like feet. It's a

SHIRLEY
Vert!

BRAD
perversion to like women's feet?

Yeah.

BRAD
Let's just eat.

No it'

.
SHIRLEY
s perversion when you linger over ads for Payless Shoe
S ource.

SHIRLEY
Let's just eat, K?

BRAD
BRAD

K!

Better than something really gross.
SHIRLEY
Barefoot in Victoria's Secret.

SHIRLEY

BRAD

Good.

BRAD

Women linger over shoe ads, too.

No, this is something we've been avoiding

SHIRLEY
For bargains, not arousal.

SHIRLEY

BRAD

Yes, we have
This is not a sexual issue.

BRAD
for a long time and I feel that we
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SHIRLEY

Happy?

SHIRLEY
Well I smell them when I change socks at night

BRAD

BRAD

In the bathroom with the light off.

No.

SHIRLEY

SHIRLEY

So?

M n ith r.

BRAD

BRAD
Good. We're ready to be married.

You sleep with your shoes on. You shower with thick wool
socks on.

SHIRLEY
SHIRLEY
You'd probably go to a wet white sock contest if they had one.

Yeah.

BRAD
Try the shoes on.

BRAD
I might since I don't get to see yours.

SHIRLEY
I've got gross, ugly, nasty, smelly feet.

BRAD
We all do.

SHIRLEY
Go see some high priced whore with fancy ass feet. Makes me
think of Japan where the women bind their feet because the
men think it is beautiful.

BRAD

SHIRLEY

I'm not the one who binds her feet. I wanna see them. (grabs
her shoe)

Not Cindy Crawford.

BRAD
Bull.

SHIRLEY

Leggo. Let go Brad.

SHIRLEY
Look right here. In this magazine...

BRAD
Let me see your feet. Goochie-coochie-coo.

BRAD
They put makeup on your feet when you're famous.
SHIRLEY
Think Phyllis Diller has had a toejob?

BRAD
Betcha she has. How can you be so sure about your feet when
you haven't seen them in ten years.

SHIRLEY

Stop it!

BRAD
Tickle-tickle!
SHIRLEY
Stop it! We are ending this right now! I ·don't like my feet. Ever
since thirteen I have hated my feet. Nobody likes feet. They are
gross, hairy,
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BRAD
Only if you,re a hobbit.

imagine and-yes, I feel a need to see your feet-we all have parts
of our bodies we donl like.

SHIRLEY

smelly, moldy, calloused

SHIRLEY

What about you?

BRAD
F et ar like s er ts. Everyon ha them.

BRAD
What about me?

SHIRLEY

Thank you Dr. Dickhead.

SHIRLEY

Yeah. Counselor.

BRAD
Fuck you, stop pussyfooting around the subject.

BRAD
I love my body.

SHIRLEY

rm not.

SHIRLEY

(like a game shoe wrong answer buzzer:) Buzz!

BRAD
I love you.

BRAD
I do.

SHIRLEY

Are we backtracking?

SHIRLEY

Buzz buzz!

BRAD
I love you enough to challenge you.
SHIRLEY

Ooh, sounds like a game show.

BRAD
I love my hair, my face. My legs arms chest belly.

(BRAD rips off his shirt)

I love my dick.

BRAD
"To challenge you to accept your body for what it isr,
SHIRLEY

SHIRLEY
So do I.

(BRAD rips off his socks)

Tell it to Cosmo.

BRAD
BRAD

We all have images that we can never attain.

I love my feet.

(he is now in his underwear)
My eyes.

SHIRLEY

Oh God.

SHIRLEY
BUZZ.

BRAD
Listen. We are in love. I love you so much you cannot begin to
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BRAD

BRAD

I don't know what you're talking about.

What?

SHIRLEY
'I don't know what you're talking about.' You hate having white
skin!

SHIRLEY

You are a lying mofo!
BRAD
I lov

v ry part of my body. I m a

BRAD

xy umbit h!
No I don't I

SHIRLEY
I'll agree with that. But there is something about you that irks
you to no end.

BRAD
Wait you're changing the subject.
SHIRLEY
A trait that really makes you

· SHIRLEY
Then why do you go to the tanning bed?

BRAD
Lots of guys go to
SHIRLEY
Sit out on the balcony in summer. Layin' your pale body under
the sun.

BRAD

BRAD
Don't say pale.

We're talking about you.

SHIRLEY

SHIRLEY

Well, honey you is!

Quiver shiver with fear.

BRAD
Ok. Nurse Numbnuts. What?
SHIRLEY

Your skin?

BRAD
No.

SHIRLEY
Tough shit. Think I'm comfortable with my FEET?! Sorry.

BRAD
SHIRLEY

Yes! Ha!

BRAD
No!
SHIRLEY

Gotcha!

BRAD
Don't say I'm pale. Fair-skinned. This is not making me com
fortable at all.
(he puts his shorts back on)

Ok. I hate being pale. What can I do? I was born with fair skin.
Couldn't keep a tan if I painted it on
SHIRLEY
And I was born with ugly feet ...

BRAD
I always look at all the magazines and see
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SHIRLEY

What you can nev r be.

BRAD
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SHIRLEY
They've n ever breathed for the ten years. They'd probably
cough from all the pollution.

Exa tly.

BRAD
I IRLEY

Hon y, w

I'd give your feet CPR.

11 do.

SHIRLEY
BRAD

That's gros .

I know it I know it.

BRAD
SHIRLEY

What? Wanting to kiss your feet? Massage them? Caress them?

You know it here.

SHIRLEY

BRAD

Yuck!

Right. But you don't really allow yourself to come to term
SHIRLEY

Right.

BRAD

BRAD
My dad always gave his kids foot massages. And mom, too.
SHIRLEY
This is headline n ews. The whole family has a foot fetish?

With your feet.

BRAD

SHIRLEY
Wrong. If you can go to the tanning bed then why can't I hid
my feet?

BRAD
Because I'm not hiding.
SHIRLEY

Buzz!

BRAD
It's merely a slight cosmetic
SHIRLEY

I'm hiding my feet. Forever.

BRAD
Please try the shoes on.

NO. We're just a touchy family.
SHIRLEY

How Huxtable.

BRAD
I kiss and hug my dad eve:ry time I see him.

SHIRLEY

So?

BRAD
I never see your mom giving you a foot massage.
SHIRLEY

Puh-leeze

BRAD
If you came from a non-touch home just say yes.
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SHIRLEY

SHIRLEY

I'm not discussing this.

I dunno.

BRAD
Ok. We'll stop talking about it if you put on th

andal .

BRAD
Let's xp rirnent.

SHIRLEY
Mmmmno.

SHIRLEY
Lefs not and say we did.

BRAD
Put them on over your socks.

BRAD
What about your toenails?

SHIRLEY

Nothin' doin'.

SHIRLEY

Huh?

BRAD
How do you go swimming? You mean you haven't gone swim
ming-barefoot-since you were thirteen? Never felt the dirt be
tween your toes.

BRAD
They must be huge.
SHIRLEY

I clip them.
SHIRLEY

No.

BRAD
In the dark?

BRAD
How sad.

SHIRLEY
Nnnno.

SHIRLEY

Cry for me.

BRAD
So you do look at your feet?

BRAD
Don't be so cold.

SHIRLEY
Yes.

SHIRLEY

It's hard not to be.

BRAD
What, once a month?

BRAD
Is it you looking at your feet that bothers you or other people
looking at your feet that bothers you?

SHIRLEY
Yes.

SHIRLEY

What?

BRAD
When was the last time

BRAD
Or both at the same time?

SHIRLEY

Four weeks ago.
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BRAD
Ah! How about if I trim your toenail for you.

BRAD
Shame and guilt.

SHIRLEY
I can do that myself.
BRAD

SHIRLEY
This i getting to de p for m . If you lov d m you· d ac ept my
body.

I want to do it.

BRAD
SHIRLEY

But you'll see my feet.
BRAD
Right.
SHIRLEY
I don't want you to see my feet.
BRAD
I bet other people wouldn't mind seeing your feet. Ugliness is i
the eye of the subject.

I do accept your body. But you can't give what you haven't
received.
SHIRLEY
That a bumper sticker? You're drivin' me crazy.
BRAD
I know. Look, I'm hungry. I'll return the shoes. You can keep
your feet. We can eat dinner.
SHIRLEY
I'm sorry.
BRAD

SHIRLEY
What?

I know.

BRAD
Your feet are only ugly because you think they are.

I feel really

SHIRLEY

BRAD

SHIRLEY
I know.

Not according to mom.

BRAD
Let me guess, at thirteen mom tells you your feet are ugly. Or
that women don't go barefoot?
SHIRLEY
Not like that exactly.

SHIRLEY
silly
BRAD
Yeah.
they go to the table. Begin to eat in silence. He stares at
her. She pretends not to notice. Finally she puts her fork down)

BRAD
SHIRLEY

Then like what exactly?

Okok!
SHIRLEY

More of a subliminal thing.
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BRAD

BRAD

What?
You've driven me to it. I
in th third grad .

SHIRLEY
n't Ii t n to what th Brody boy

Sit back in the chair and relax.
(BRAD fi t he a fla hlight)
aid

Put that blank t on your fi t.

Huh?

SHIRLEY
Yes sir.
(BRAD turns the lights off)

SHIRLEY
I'm gonna show them to you.

I love you so fuckin' much.

BRAD

BRAD

BRAD
Yest

SHIRLEY
I love you too.

SHIRLEY
But I can't see them.

BRAD
Fine. Fine. We can start from that.
SHIRLEY
Whatever.

BRAD
Let's see.
(he puts head under blanket. Tums on flashlight)
I'm takin' off your shoes.
SHIRLEY
I know.

BRAD

BRAD
Let's see. What would be comfortable?

I'm takin' off your socks. Drum-roll please.

SHIRLEY
To run screaming into the night.

(does a drum-roll)

BRAD
You feel best in the bathroom when you're cutting your toe
nails.

SHIRLEY
But I use a flashlight.
BRAD
Flashlight?
SHIRLEY
Yeah. Don't know why.

SHIRLEY

BRAD
Tah-dah! And the crowd goes wild!
SHIRLEY
From asphyxiation?
BRAD
"John, never have I seen such finely formed feet. Such succu
lent flesh

SHIRLEY
Succulent?
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BRAD
and tender tendons. Well-formed toes."

SHIRLEY
I know it's got a big mole on the

BRAD

SHIRLEY
Has six to

Are we done?
BRAD
Just starting. This little piggy

.
SHIRLEY

No it doesn't.

BRAD

SHIRLEY
How would you know?

Don't touch them
BRAD
went to market, this little piggy

SHIRLEY
They're my feett
BRAD

SHIRLEY
Stop it

1-2-3-4-5-6.

BRAD
went home, this little piggy had roast-beef and this little piggy
had none

SHIRLEY
Bull shit.
(SHIRLEY quickly pulls up the blanket and begins to
count her toes)

SHIRLEY
SHIRLEY

I'm getting nervous.

1-2-3-4-5-6.
BRAD
and this little piggy went all the way home. Wee wee w e wee!
(SHIRLEY laughs)

Shit. Hi, feet.
BRAD

Say, hello feet. "Hello."
BRAD
SHIRLEY

Oh my God.
They're cold.
SHIRLEY

l3RAD

What?
BRAD

I'm gonna say goodbye to them. "Goodbye Tootsies!" "Goodbye
Brad!"

Dear Christ!
SHIRLEY
SHIRLEY

Feel fulfilled?
BRAD

What what!
A little.
BRAD

SHIRLEY

Your right foot?
Turned on.
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Two Haik.us

BRAD

Lane Dunlop

God yes.
SHIRLEY
Maybe som day I'll let you giv m
foot ma

a

.

BRAD
I'd love that.
SHIRLEY
I know.

BRAD
I love you so much.

The sky's an oyster
Shell of cloud over the sea
All mother-of-pearl

SHIRLEY
I love you too.

BRAD
Thank you.

SHIRLEY
You're welcome. I guess I got to give you a gift after all.

BRAD
I'll return the sandals tomorrow.

(kisses her lightly)
I got another present for you though.
SHIRLEY
Ooh. What?

BRAD
Oh, I think you know what it is.
SHIRLEY
Is it big?

BRAD
Enormous.
(they tum the flashlight off and begin making love)
END OF PLAY

j

So many pebbles
Of poetry, washed ashore
On the mind's beaches
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Carlos Edmundo d e Ory

Carlos Edmundo de Ory

Spain

Spain

Life is like speaking about carpets

Life is like speaking about carpets
which are beaten slowly
each season
in the wide patios where the sun grows hot
Dust is dust, and what is dust?
No one has ever seen a man pop out of an egg in the darkness
and no one has ever heard dust speak
And nevertheless large nests
and precious ovaries
have been slowly giving children
to the genital wind

Translated by Maria Bennett

I desire and obey you, the one who inspires me

You who inspire me, I desire and obey you
Your invisible flight and your errant arrivals
You call m e to the deep cradle of all rhythm
bringing me the shell of meaning which I hold to my ear.
A song without end a song without end like falling rain
hearts which in time will test its fragrance
Here are now the lost words
And I will compose a poem of knowledge and pardon

Translated by Maria Bennett
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Ode to the Emot onally Challenged
Gail Taylor

Like fickle sunlight you warm my lips
then disappear into a cloud of gray silence
unleashing silty panic from my
inky reservoir of loneliness.
Screaming waves of whitewater
choke my nostrils, cement my throat,
pound my chest.
I slip beneath the surface thinking:
It isn't funny how we hide ourselves
like scavenger fish
skimming the bottom of the emerald
river, ravenous, yet grateful
to feed off shit.
How I lust for crayfish,
a gasp of air,
or just
your kiss.

The Only One at the Dean's Party
Gail Taylor

Oh yes, that smile,
baking soda bright,
eyes, a yellow canvas of red lines,
hands, the color of dark chocolate,
folded in your lap of pin stripes.
The shake, shake, of a martini
competes with the tittering
voices at the dean's cocktail party.
Tiny pearls of sweat
roll down your glass.
Someone shouts, "Hey,__
who was State's first black football player?"
All eyes sweep the room for your face.
You adjust the knot in your Pierre Cardin tie
and smile.
"Maybe he doesn't know," a woman whispers.
A dessert fork clinks on bone china.
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Dreams of the Animal Mothers

Going Home

Cathy Lentes

Cathy Lentes

She is wary these day -bar ly a y ar old
when her belly bulged, taut with kitt n ,
none born that resembled her.
Pink nipples oozed pale milk, excrement
consumed by her forgiving tongue.

Leaving th do tor, I . top at a pla e
wher my par nt might at,
sit alone at a table for four.

Stretched in sun on the checkered chair,
alone for the first time this morning,
whiskers twitch in sleep, one paw extends,
claws ease out, then retract.
Breath flutters, as if running.
Her stripped son stalks silently, pounces,
raking gray fur. She wakes fighting,
a savage lunge; he is down,
neck pinned to the blood-red cover.
Sides heaving, she holds him, growls low.
Repentant, she releases him, turns once,
again lies down. He too stays prone,
their curving bodies an imperfect circle.
He tests her, a tentative paw. Eyes closed
she bats him, tail whipping a war beat.
At night my child runs screaming,
fists pound my breasts,
fingers, toes, knees scramble over me.
Tom from sleep, anger rips me,
verbal talons stinging.
Later, we mothers bathe our young:
tongue scrape and teeth, lather and scrub.
Awake to duty, we survive,
risk moonlit groves, green eyes
haunted by unfinished dreams.

Gingham and gingerbread busy,
a dinnertime diner at ease
with an aging crowd.
A woman, so like my mother,

sits by a window, reaches out
to her companion, strokes his hand.
The waitress calls me ma'am,
confuses me with someone older,
body suspect, fragile eyes.
I come here for comfort food,
order pot pie, rolls like plump fists,
a long glass of iced tea.
Two stout cooks slide platters of home
across steel warmer , aproned girls
glide ladles of gravy over pale mounds.
Not my grandfather's sweet Indiana meals
or the blander Ohio replicas of my mom,
but as close as I can come.
The doctor tells me I am healing,
but for the first time,
I know that I will die.
I am not hungry when the waitress serves
my food, but I eat, a brief communion,
the bread of memory going down.
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budding thoughts
soren gorml y

days slip by without notice
the chatter of the sun and moon fill up the horizon
slip through water-color clouds,
but i haven't forgotten our words
piled like autumn leaves in a restless room,
huddled together, searching for understanding,
clinging to everything in the carefully spilled darkness.
i remember your eyes were sometimes too real,
too green
for the parched imagination of a poet.
your name still wet like wine on my lips,
my vision blurred with burgundy
smeared in violet.
intoxicated with too many of my needs,
i trip over my senses,
fall delirious in a riverbed of tolen ston s.
you told me nature's purpose is always c rt in,
however we aren't as confident in our movements;
openness is never as simple
as prying apart
the branches
to let the
pulling light
of some
distant sun drench us
with life.
so we press our words, our fears, our bodies
close to the earth, close to water, close to one another,
like the budding vine pressing firm
against a lush, lingering thunderhead
in the supple moments before a storm,
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and in tinctiv ly w fall h adfir t through the anopy,
lik fa t-fl tin fl ks of moonlight
fora in throu h bow d limb and b ndabl truth
for a pl
all the while, we sh d our leave
dripping crimson, copper and magenta
into a single moment of understanding,
only to become diluted again and again
by a world full of colors, shadows and budding thoughts.
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Joyce's "Eveline" as a Drowning
Carmen Aschinger

six flowers in me
soren gormley

i ate all the seeds of a sunflower,
hoping to find the yellow light at the bottom of the bowl,
my hunger only grew.
i climbed the stem of a daisy,
hoping to find the yellow and white moon,
but the stem doesn't end.
i swallowed seven dandelions whole,
hoping to find a den of drought-starved lions
who would feast on my gluttony.
i spied on a conversation between a lilac and an orchid,
hoping to find the sharing of pollen,
instead i witnessed two together but all alone.
i slid to the center of a violet,
only to find a humble heart,
beating pale and purple.

In Joyce' "Ev line" we xplore Eveline's struggle with a
static environment and her n ed for e cape. To dramatize this
struggle, Joy e associates his characters closely with their
environments. He uses images of dust and decay to reflect
paralysis, and images of water to reflect change. As Eveline is
associated with dust, Frank, her agent for change, is associ
ated with water. Thus, Eveline's inner conflicts are symbolized
in her response to water, or rather, change.
Eveline's description of her environment is telling of her
attachment to its structures and its impotence. She compares
their "little brown houses" to the new, "bright brick houses with
shining roofs," illustrating the community's unchangibility in
an ever-changing world (315). With an air of nostalgia Eveline
itemizes "those familiar objects from which she had never
dreamed of being divided": the "yellowing photograph" of the
priest, "the broken harmonium," and "the colored print of the
promises made to Blessed Margaret Mary Alacoque"(315).
These items illustrate Eveline's decaying existence and there
fore, evoke sympathy from the reader. Yet, for Eveline, it is
clear that she does not see her existence as "a wholly undesir
able life"(316). Eveline has been "inhaling the odor of dusty
cretonne" for some time now (317). The dust that continually
settles around her has settled within her. Her internalization
of the paralysis that surrounds her weighs heavily on her deci
sion to leave home.
Frank's decision to leave home does not seem to have
weighed heavily on him. He is attracted to change and tran
sience. The fluidity and freedom with which water moves,
touching many ports but exclusive to none, characterizes
Frank. He is a sailor with "tales of distant countries...He [has]
sailed through the Straits of Magellan and he [told] her
(Eveline) stories of the terrible Patagonians" (31 7). Indeed,
Frank's environment is the water that carries him to these
exotic places. As Eveline is attached to her paralyzed environ
ment, Frank is attached to his aqueous environment. That he
needs it for survival is obvious when he "[rushes] beyond bar
rier" to catch the departing boat. He calls to her but he does
not consider staying, not even to coax Eveline until the next
boat departs.
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One might think, or hope, that the water that Frank
brings to Eveline's life will have a cl ansing effect. We wish the
water would wash-over and carry her away, like bapti mal
waves, removing the dust and freein h r from paraly i . On
the contrary, the water invade her life, lo in -in on h r and
suffocating h r. It oppr s
her in th
m way h r lifi at
home does. Stagnation may chok h r with du t, but a lifi of
freedom with Frank "[will] drown her,. (318).
In fact, from the beginning of the story, Eveline's drown
ing is foreshadowed. Joyce tells us that "evening invaded the
avenue" (315). This image creates the sense of water slowly
infiltrating the street, as if there is a flood. Later Joyce says
that "evening deepened in the avenue. And the two white let
ters in her (Eveline's) lap grew indistinct" (31 7). As the "night
boat" approaches, water begins to figuratively engulf Eveline
(316); it dulls her senses, preventing her from discerning her
letters. At this point in the story, Eveline is not fully cognizant
of her inability to cope with Frank's world. Her fear is still
greater that she will end up like her mother. Interestingly, the
anxiety of repeating her mother's pattern also has a closing-in
effect for Eveline. Her mother's demise is described as a kind
of whirlpool, "closing in final craziness' (317). Envisioning her
mother delivers a "sudden impulse of terror" causing Eveline to
desperately grope for Frank and the life he might give her. Her
hope is that ''Frank would... fold her in his arms" and protect
her from the elements. Ultimately, Frank cannot prot t
Eveline from the elements that threaten her; he exposes her to
them.
In the final scene of the story we witness the effect of
exposing Eveline to the freedom that might wash away her
paralysis. Before she even sees the boat, she is drowning. She
stands like a particle of dust "among the swaying crowd in the
station" (317). By using the adjective swaying, Joyce evokes
the movement of waves. Also, as though she is under water or
delirious, "She knew that he was speaking to her, saying some
thing about the passage over and over again" yet, she does not
answer him (317). She hears him as though she is being
knocked about by waves, constantly submerging and emerging
from the water, without enough time to answer him. After
Eveline sees the boat, it is clear that the water will not have a
cleansing effect; instead, it is making her sick. As she ponders
that it may be too late for her to tum back "her distress awoke
a nausea in her body" (318). In Eveline's final confrontation
With freedom she feels "all the seas of the world [tumbling]
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about her heart. He (Frank) was drawing her into them" (318).
In a desp rate attempt to hang on to some structure represent
ing the stasis sh is used to 'H r hands clutched the iron in
frenzy. Amid th sea sh ent a cry of nguish!" (318).
By ontra ting du ty tagnation with the pow rful move
m nt of wat r, Joy brin Ev lin ' truggle to lifi for hi
r ad r. P rhap th parall 1 of her final drowning and the
closing in of her mother's in anity is not unfounded. Ev line's
expression to her departing lover-"passive, like a helples
animal. Her eyes gave him no sign of love or farewell or recog
nition"-may be an expression of insanity. Perhaps Eveline is
suffocated by her oppressive paralysis as well as by the free
dom that is so foreign to her. In a final inability to reconcile
these forces, perhaps her life too "[closes] in final craziness"
(317). ~

(no Works Cited included.)
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FLOATING
Donald Fuston

Her otton dr
flap on th lin
Dancing without h r
I see her through her kit hen window
Washing up last nights' party
I was there
She and I chatted for a minute
About how no one has any patience anymore
But then she had to move on
To her other guests
I'm on my way to work
I walk there now because I wrecked my car
Trying to avoid hitting a squirrel
Behind her house is a woods
Last night I wandered out there alone for a while
It was so dark I could see things I've never seen
Today is so bright I can't see anything
I decide to walk back to h r hou e
To ask if she wants any help cleaning up
They won't miss me at work
I work in a clothespin factory
I miss often because of things like this
The day after I had the wreck
I saw her
She said she was sorry about my car
She was wearing the dress
That's hanging on the line
Sometimes I feel as if when I was born
My mother pinned me
Onto a gigantic invisible clothes line
And ever since
I've just floated whichever way
The Wind blew me

I kno km kly
h om to th door
Drying h r hand with maroon towel
Sh mil broadly, motion m in
I sit down in her rocking chair
'What a pleasant surprise' she says
All I can think of to say is
'Unpin me'
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DICTIONARY
Donald Fuston

Someone has stolen my frtend's dictionary
He is livid, which means extrem ly upset
but can also mean very pale
He can't understand who could have taken it
As I am the only visitor he had
At the time·it showed up missing
And he and I are eternal frtends {meaning frtends forever}
By the way 'showed up missing' is an oxymoron
A word or phrase that contradicts itself
Other oxymoron examples: bagpipe music
Military intelligence, humble poet...
My friend suspects his neighbor, Will Clover, a quiet introvert
Introvert meaning a person who is preoccupied
With his or her own thoughts and feelings
My friend called last night to tell me all this
He said Will has been acting aloof
Meaning reserved or indifferent
I said it sounded like Will might be the culprtt
Meaning the one who stole the dictionary
Then I told my friend I had to go
So I could do a little reading and then get some leep
But before I hung up I said
The whole thing is quite an enigma
Meaning a mystery, a rtddle
A baffling and inexplicable situation or person
Boy, you sure have a way with words, my friend said
You've conVinced me that Will stole my dictionary
Thanks for being such a good friend
Well goodnight he said
Goodnight I said
Hanging up the phone wearing a shit-eating grin
And you all know what that means
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Black Marks on a Blackboard
Prabhakar Kudva

I tare at th night,
wait for it to rack open.
I fi el my elf ra d oftly,
as you replace each diphthong
in my name with alphabets.
Your face unfamiliar,
your touch soft, unacknowledging,
is a scented eraser over my body.
Not unlike the discarded razor blades,
I once used as erasers
and pencil sharpeners at school.
I scraped until I removed,
the smooth surface of words off the page,
or cut my finger.
From the window,
I see a man on the moon,
instead of the rabbit,
my grandfather·told me about.
I close my eyes
see familiar words,
until they grow trange, di figured.
I que tion spelling
of words I've known since kindergarten,
sounds and letters
that fell in the space between continents,
slipped when I carried them across the ocean.
I look for others that were rubbed out,
lost scrapes and blots.
Hours ago, I tried to trace the symbols
of your unfeeling skin,
tried to gain fluency.
But the night is a dirty sheet,
and I want to tum it over.
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The Immortality of Barney Squeegee
John Richard Stephens

"Watch it, you old fossil!"
"Pardon me, miss," Barny aid to th young woman h
had accidentally stumbled into. H fla h d a ~ bl mil , but
she just looked at him as though he wa om ort of dirty old
man. He glanced at her just long enough to notice that her
black lipstick matched her leather outfit. 'Tm sony," he said
under his breath as he moved into a vacant seat.
"What did you say, geezer?" she spat back at him, but
Barney just ignored her, pretending he was hard of hearing.
He didn't want any trouble.
The bus driver looked up in his mirror at Barney and
thought, ten points. For the past several weeks the bus driver
had made a game of trying to throw the old men and women off
balance by abruptly pulling the bus away from the curb while
they were trying to find a seat. It wasn't out of meanness or
anything like that. It was just something to make a dull job a
little bit more interesting.
Barney didn't mind riding the bus. Actually, he preferred
it to driving. "People are so rude and impatient these days," h
would tell anyone who listened. He could hardly drive a couple
blocks without someone honking their horn at him or giving
him dirty looks, or worse. He especially hated it when cars
tailgated him and then raced past him, practically t aring th
front-end of his car off as they swerved back into th lane in
front of him. People like that made him nervous.
"Fools!" Everyone's in such a hurry all the time," he
used to say to his wife when someone would cut in front of
him. "How can you enjoy anything if you rush through life?"
Lifting his hat, he'd scratch his head and continue, "I gue s
people forget that death is hovering just around the comer,
waiting for the right moment to leap out at you and steal your
soul, leaving your empty body behind."
Barney listened to the sirens and looked out the Window
at the passing traffic as the bus slowly worked its way across
town. Well, he didn't have to wony about bad drivers anymore.
Not since he sold his car. A 1972 Cadillac Seville, it was. Nice
car, but it seemed to break down a lot. Still, it had served him
well. He didn't really want to sell it, but the Department of
Motor Vehicles refused to renew his driver's license. Now the
car was gone.
Oh well, he thought. No more traffic jams, no more gas

to buy (that old car never did get v ry good mileage), no more
insurance payments, no more trip to the r pair shop...and no
mor tailgat r .
A the bu ontinu d to wind it way through the city,
Barn y wat h d th p d lrian
urry along the idewalk .
Th yr mind d him of nt . E h hurryin 5 about. ab orb din
hi or h r vitally import nt (at 1 t to th m) job-r lat d mi ion. D voting th mo t import nt y ar of th ir live to th
betterment and growth of the colony. Ju t cog in the gr at
living machine of humanity.
He wondered if their contribution to society would be
remembered twenty years from now, or even a hundred. How
many, he thought, would even be remembered by their families
in a hundred years time.
Barney could remember his parents pretty well - they
died a long time ago - but he only had hazy recollections of his
grandparents. Somewhere, he had pictures of his great-grand
parents, but he couldn't quite remember what they looked like
and he didn't really know much about them. Our lives are so
ephemeral, he thought.
On one corner he saw a couple yelling at each other,
obviously involved in a domestic dispute. Each person is so
deeply involved in their own world, he thought baking his
head sadly. Everyone has their own vital concerns and things
that are so important to them, but no one else ever knows what
that per on' life i really lik or under tands them. Someone
can liv in the middl of th ity, urrounded by hundreds of
thousand of p ople, yet be as alone a som on tranded in
the frozen wastes on Antarctica. Even omeone living with
their spouse and children is likely to be in their own private
world, not really knowing the worlds of their closest loved ones,
and having no one really understand them. Things that are
important enough to cause someone to face a confrontation on
a public street comer, can be completely insignificant to an
other person.
This is how Barney felt, and it was how his life had gone.
Even when his wife was still alive, he felt alone...in a different
world from hers. They never really understood each other.
Now she was gone. He felt as though he were adrift in a life
boat with nothing but water around him for as far as the eye
could see. In every direction all the way off to the horizon,
nothing but water. His last connection to the contemporary
world--however imaginary that connection had been--was now
gone, forcing him to re-evaluate his life and his priorities. Sud-
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denly, he saw himself standing alone, face to face with eternity.
Looking up at the skyscrapers, he wondered whether
there would be any evidence a thousand year from now that
these huge monuments to ivilization had on stood on thi
spot. What will urvive th ravag of time? Will futur ar h ologists sift through th rubbl , trying to pi
to th r what
our live were lik - tryin to di o r wh t w important to
us...what w d voted our liv to a hi vin
The bu finally pulled up n ar th city' cultural cent r
and Barney made his way to the line of people slowing exiting
the bus. Carefully he negotiated the stairs down to the side
walk. As he wandered across the park to the museum, brown
fumes bellowed from the bus and it abruptly jerked back into
traffic. Looking up at the overcast sky which was threatening
to rain, he wished he had his umbrella with him. He did think
of bringing it before he left his apartment, only he couldn't
quite remember where he'd left it.
After leaving his hat and coat with the receptionist in the
front office, he headed back to the museum's lobby. Finding
his usual spot on one of the benches, he sat down and waited.
Twenty minutes later, he was sound asleep.
Suddenly the relative quiet of the lobby was shattered by
screams, laughs and shouts. Echoing off the granite walls, it
sounded to Barney as though a thousand shrieking banshees
had suddenly descended on him. Starting from his sleep and
practically leaping from hi bench, Barney's wildly earching
eyes were greeted by the sight of about two dozen
kindergartners...and they were heading for him.
Their teacher stepped up to him and said, "Doctor, it'
nice to see you again." She extended her hand and he took it.
"Please call me 'Barney,"' he said smiling, having reori
ented himself. "I find 'doctor' much to formal." He never had
been comfortable with the title and no one who knew him well
ever applied it to him.
She turned to the unruly and very excited mob, saying,
"Listen up, children. Listen up." Clapping her hands, she
began to gain their attention. After they assumed a lower level
of pandemonium, she continued, "Children, this is Barney. H
used to work here and he's going to help show us around."
"Good morning." Barney smiled. "I am a paleontologist,
which means I'm a person who studies fossils. I worked here
at the museum for thirty-six years before I retired." In reality,
the museum's board of directors asked him to retire ("to make
room for younger blood," they said), but Barney preferred to
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think it was his d 1 10n. 'Thirty-six is a long time, isn't it?"
The 5-y ar-old nodd d in amazement. ..Actually, our entire
live ar qui k r than the blink of an ey when it comes to the
hi tory of th arth. Today you re oin to se ome creatures
that liv d and breath d nd walk d th arth half a billion
y ar a o! In fat, om of th m might v n b your an stor .
Did you know you may hav had n an i nt form of lim
mold, nematod or tube worm in your family?
The children glan ed at their friends. Some giggled,
others appeared skeptical, several had wide-eyed stares, and
few looked a bit disgusted.
Barney knew he had them now and he shifted into high
gear. "People have only been around for roughly half a million
years. That's nothing. That's less than one second on the
earth's clock. Today I'm going to show you some animals who
ruled the earth for 140 million years. Today, you are going to
see some real dinosaurs!., The crowd went wild. Barney loved
it.
Barney proceeded to take the children on a tour of the
museum's paleontology wing. He showed them fossilized jelly
fish, trilobites, sponges and foot-long snails. There was a
ginkgo tree leaf print in stone and a petrified log. He showed
them a nightmarish picture of a strange creature that looked
something like a rudimentary legless crawdad with a vacuum
cleaner hose sticking out from under its five knobby eyes and,
at the end of the hose, a ferocious-looking grasping mouth full
of pin ers. Thi hideous beast was about to devour a docile
looking, fetu -shaped sea animal, who was unsuspectingly
marching on its stalked legs to doom.
Many of the creatures, like the spider frozen in amber,
looked familiar. Despite being ancient, they looked like they
only died yesterday. Others, though familiar, were definitely
the wrong size; the 350-million-year-old dragonfly with the two
foot wingspan and the clam that was large enough for a child to
fit inside.
And then there were the dinosaurs. These ranged in size
from the one-pound baby Psittacosaurus to the eighty-ton, 50foot-tall Ultrasaurus. Barney told the group about the
Pachycephalosaurs, who resembled bald-headed Franciscan
friars and fought by ramming their domed skulls together like
butting goats. He told about how the four-story-tall Tyranno
saurus would stand with his mouth gaping so that flocks of
leathery-winged pterosaurs could clean out the leeches and
other parasites. And he told them how, with teeth like steak
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knives, the carnosaurs could have easily devoured kindergart
ners as a light snack. Dinosaur hors d' o uvre .
After answering numerous question about the
Flintston s and Jura sic Park, they finally work d th ir way
around to an ight-foot-long k 1 ton with a ri of rib-lik
bones sti king straight up from it pin . Thi di pl y w
mount d on a rai d pl tform o p opl ould walk around it.
Barney at down on the dge of th platfonn and th hildr n
gathered around him.
''This old girl," h aid, pointing at the skeleton, "may not
look much different from some of the dinosaurs I've shown you
today, but I saved her for last because I think she's extra spe
cial. She's a Dimetrodon, so I call her 'Lady Di."'
One of the boys fished through a bag full of plastic dino
saurs he had brought with him and pulled out one that looked
like a fat lizard with a sail on its back.
"Yes, that's her," exclaimed Barney, "but she's not really
a dinosaur. She lived long before there were any dinosaurs.
She is from the Permian period, which was before both the
Triassic and the Jurassic periods.
"Lady Di was a reptile. This means she was cold
blooded. When she woke up in the morning, she had to lie in
the sun awhile before she could move. We think her sail
helped her warm up faster than the other reptiles, so she could
run off and find herself some breakfast while the others could
only lie there and watch her. Later, when th un was high in
the sky and she was crawling around looking for shade to tak
a nap in, her ail would help her cool off.
"She lived in New Mexico; but in her day, New Mexico
was almost on the equator. It was where Western Africa i
now._ Back th~n, all the continents were still just one giant
contment. As icy glaciers moved into Northern areas, other
p~s of the world became drier. Many of the swamps began
drymg up. The oceans were full of worms, jellyfish, sponges,
coals and mollusks. Sharks, very much like today's, were
already swimming the oceans and trilobites were in the process
of vanishing forever.
"On land there were mosses, fems and forests, but no
plants with flowers. The first flowers didn't evolve until the
Cretaceous period, after the Jurassic period and before the end
of the ~inosaurs' reign. There were millipedes, snails, scorpi
ons, spiders ai:1d cockroaches. But the only larger animals on
land were reptiles and amphibians. One of these amphibians
was the Eryops."
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Barney tretched out prone on th platform, saying, "If
my l g w r a tail, Eryops would almo t be as long as I am."
H at back up again. "Eryop looked sort of lik a huge polly
wog who ha prout d all four of hi 1 g . Pi ture a hippopotamu with a pollywo ' tail, fro 1
and a hug frog fa .
That' Eryop ." B rn y pla d hi h nd on hi b lly. "Some
tim I fe l lik an Eryop . I an identify with this guy."
Some of the kid giggled.
Barney went on, "'Anyway, Lady Di probably ate Eryopses
for dinner. She was a meat eater and Eryopses very likely
appeared on her menu; along with some giant escargot, maybe
a side-order of two-foot dragonfly on the wing, and, for dessert,
a taste of monster spider du jour. Yummy, huh?"
Some of the kids said "yuck" and made disgusted faces,
while others just laughed and poked their friends.
"It's enough to make you wish you were a Dimetrodon,
isn't it?"
A few nodded their heads in agreement.
''The thing that makes Lady Di so special," Barney con
tinued, "is that she was one of the earliest mammal-like rep
tiles. While we may never know whether we and all other
mammals are directly descended from her, we can say that if
she is not our ancestor, then she is a close relative of the rep
tile who was. I don't know about you guys, but I like to think
of Lady Di as my great-great-great(etcetera) grandmother. How
many of you like this idea?"
Mo t of the children raised their hands, jumping up and
down, clearly pleased with the thought.
Barney went on, ''There is something else that makes
Lady Di very special to me. I was the one who found her and I
helped dig her up. When I was eight years old, my dad was a
cattle rancher - sort of a cowboy. We had a ranch near
Tucumcari, New Mexico. It's pretty desolate country but the
cows didn't seem to mind. Anyway, one day we were driving
around the property and my dad stopped to repair part of the
fence. While he was working, I started chasing after lizards.
I'd just caught a blue-belly, when I spotted this weird bone
sticking out of the side of the gully. It turned out to be her
shoulder bone. We got some paleontologists to help us dig her
out. That's when I started studying all about dinosaurs. After
I became a paleontologist myself, I found many other unusual
creatures, but Lady Di was my first...and my favorite. I still
own her. She is here on loan."
After answering more questions, the children said good-
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bye. As their teacher headed them out of the museum and
onto the bus, Barney headed for the front offices.
"I Robert free?" he ask d the r c ptioni t. I am sup
posed to meet him for lunch."
"Just a minute and I'll
" h r pli d, pi kin up th
phone and dialing th urator' offi . Aft r h 1gin up , h
aid, ..H ' in a m ting right now but ·d i will b fini h d
shortly."
"Okay. I'll wait for him in the lobby. ' After r trieving h i
hat and coat, Barney strolled out to his usual spot on h"s
bench and sat down. Twenty minutes later, he was sound
asleep.
Suddenly he thought he was back in the war and he
could feel the enemy creeping around his post in an abandoned
building. They were like phantom angels of death. You never
saw or heard them. You only felt their presence. Starting from
his sleep and practically falling from his bench, he could hear
Robert say, "Hey, Barney. Are you ready for some lunch?"
Robert was loosening his tie as he walked across the
lobby. Reorienting himself, Barney replied, 'Sure. I'm ready if
you are."
The two men had worked together for years, but they
never were all that close. Robert was an administrator and
Barney was a scientist. They had little in common. Still, Robert
was the closest thing to a frtend that Barney had lef . H had
tried to convince the board of dir ctors into k ping Barn y on
at the museum, but to no avail. Even though Bain y till p nt
time at the museum, the two rarely saw ea h oth r, and then
only in passing.
As they walked across the park to a nearby cafe, they
were approached by a homeless man. Robert said "sony" and
looked the other way as Barney slipped the man a couple dol
lars. The man said ''bless you" to Barney, but it was lost in th
siren wail of a passing ambulance. Rain began to fall.
After finding a window table in the cafe and ordering
their lunches, they began to run out of small talk. Looking out
the window, Barney saw the homeless man approaching some
one else in the park. The waitress delivered tea for Barney and
coffee for Robert. The rain was falling harder. Still watching the
man, Barney asked, "What do you want from life?"
"Happiness," replied Robert. 'Td like to spend more time
with my grandchildren. They're groWing up so fast. Before you
know it, they'll be off to college and then married, with children
of their own." Robert thought for a moment and said, ''I'd also
0
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like to spend the rest of my life in comfort. I hope I'll stay in
good health and hav littl pain. My father suffered quite a bit
b for hew nt.
"D bbi and I till hav that abin on th lake. W '11
p nd a lot mor tim th re when I r tir . W both like to fish
and hunt, plu w ju t had a at llit di h in tall d up ~ere.
You wouldn't beli ve the hannels you can g ton that tlung.
It's amazing."
.
Barney took a sip of his tea. Looking down at his cup, he
began, "My life is considerably different from yours. Now that
my wife has died, I need your help. You know we were to~ .
involved in our jobs to think of having children. My only livmg
relatives are so distant that I don't know anything about them
and couldn't even find them if I wanted. In essence, my line of
the family is about to become extinct. I am the last of the
Squeegees."
He paused while the waitress placed a roast beef sand
wich in front of him and a bowl of clam chowder in front of
Robert. He could see Robert was wondering what he was getting at and what kind of favor he was about to a~k.,
,
Barney took a bite of his sandwich and said, Theres_ not
much left for me in this world. The only thing I really want 1s
immortality. I want to be remembered. I don't mean I want to
be famous like Rembrandt or Mozart or Stephen King or
Galileo. I doubt their fame will survive once human so~iety is
gone. The way things are going, humans probably won t make
it through the next century; I t alone the next mill~nni~m. I
want to be known by whatever form of life evolves mtelligence
after people kill themselves off.
'Think about Lady Di. She's 270 million years old. She
lived so long ago it's difficult for us to even comprehend, and
here she still is. She isn't forgotten. People from all over ~e
world get to see her. Now, that's immortality," Barney said,
thinking proudly of her bones mounted on their wires and
metal framework. "She will still be around after you and I are
long gone. She's made of solid stone. She'll probably even
outlast the museum itself."
Barney paused to take another bite of his sandwi~h,
while Robert cautiously tasted his chowder.
. . ,,
"I used to think it would be interesting to be mu~ied,
Barney said suddenly. ''The ancient Egyptians had th~ nght
idea. Preserve yourself for the future. They made a science o_f
surviving the passage of time. Their monuments ar~ crumbling
but we are working to preserve them. Their mummies are also
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being presezved in our museum . Do you think the futur
generations will concern them Iv with pr IVin our m 
eteries? I think not."
Barney ate a bit mor of hi
for
ontinu d.
"Unfortun t ly n1ummifi tion i n't ry pr ti 1 th
day . thou h I ha h rd f pla in
lifomi th t will do
it, but it' ju t not th am . Anyway, l'v d id d to do th
Egyptian one b t r. ·· Sudd nly lookin Rob rt tr ight in th
eye, he said, Tve decided to be fos ilized.'
Robert stared at him for a few seconds. "You can't be
serious," Robert whispered, looking around to make sure no
one was listening to them.
"Oh, but I am," Barney smiled. "It's not all that strange if
you think about it.··
"Yes it is," said Robert quickly.
"Loo~," Barney replied. "What do they usually do to you
after you die? They pump you full of preservatives so you will
last longer and then they bury you under a fancy headstone so
people will remember that you are there. Why?"
Robert just stared at him.
''Tradition?" Barney asked. "Maybe. I think it has more to
do with keeping you around until everyone who knew you is
gone and your memory has faded away. Then it doe n't matter
anymore.
. . "Down at the pound, destroyed animals are thrown in
1nc1nerators becau e th r · no on to r m mb r th m. Our
pets, on the other hand, ar car fully buri d- on tim in p t
cemeteries-because w rem mb r th m. It wouldn't b ri ht to
not treat them with dignity since they were part of our live .
But when their memory is gone, it doesn't matter.
"Well, I don't have anyone who'll remember me; anyone
who cares. But that doesn't bother me because that only post
po_nes oblivion for a few y ars anyway. So I'm going for ome
th1ng greater. Something more far reaching. '
Robert looked at his soup and said, "All this stuff is
pretty morbid, ~~ey. You really shouldn't dwell on it. Why
not focus on enJoymg the time you have left? Have some fun
That's more important."
·
B~ey _shook his head. ''I've already had my fun and
now my trme is short. I can't avoid this anymore. I don't want
0
~ - ~d I can handle it. It's really not that bad once you look at
1t logically.
''Take my life's work, for example. Now, what the mu-
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seum does is important. It' vital that people remember the
pa t and to be abl to se what it was like. We presezve the
extin t in part to onvin p ople to prot t the pecies that
r main. W n oura int r t in the tudy of natur . And then
th r i our i ntifi r
Bain y point d b yond th p rk at th mu um. "But
look t it. Th mu um i
ntially mau ol um. It' filled
with fo siliz d bodie . tuffed corp es, and all manner of re
m ains. There are very few living di plays-tarantulas, scorpi
ons, the Black Widow spiders, and such-but everything else is
dead. The taxidermy department works hard to preserve the
appearance of life, but the museum is essentially a cemetery.
The Passenger Pigeons and the Dodo, the Bengal Tiger and
Woolly Spider Monkey, the Bactrian Wapiti and the Nubian
Wild Ass; all sit frozen as static exhibits. We just disguise death
as life and put it on display. All for a good cause of course. It's
important work, but you can't deny that we deal with the dead.
"I spent 36 years of my life working in that large granite
tomb surrounded by death. I know death. I'm not afraid of it.
There's nothing to be afraid of. I've devoted myself to studying
the past; all those extinct creatures, and now I'm about to
become one of them. Do you really think it's strange for me to
want to join them? What else is there for me? The choice is
simple-oblivion or a thousand to one shot at immortality.
What have I got to lose? The difficult part is the logistics of the
thing."
"You ound like ome sort of mad scientist from a two-bit
horror ftlm," Robert replied, loosening his tie a bit more. ''This
is not immortality. Just a cheap imitation. What happens to us
after death is in the hands of God. We should devote our efforts
to the betterment of mankind; do what we can here and now,
and leave eternity to the Almighty."
"Come on, Robert," Barney said. "Don't bring on the
mystical nonsense. We're both men of science. You know
there's no afterlife. When you're dead, you're dead. Nothing can
change that.
"Do you think there is a place in heaven for Lady Di? She
may be extinct, but what makes you think we're better than
her? We're the ones destroying the earth.
"Sure, I'll never know whether or not I will successfully
become a fossil, but this is the closest thing I have to immortal
ity-to be remembered, studied, and displayed long after I'm
gone. It may not be as appealing as what the various religions
offer, but it is much more realistic."
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Robert poked at the chowder with hi poon. "I di agre .
I believe there is room for religion in cien and I hop you'r
wrong, but I can ee th r ' no point in tryin to di uade you .
You've clearly mad up your mind."
'Exa tly," Barney aid taking a lar bit out of hi and 
wich. 'Thi i n't om thin n w. I'v b n thin ·n bout thi
for many y ar . In fa t, I'v Ir dy t 11 th wh l in motion. I r
iv d lar
um from my wifi · in ur n
poli y. I'
also sold the hou , car, and aln10 t v rythin I of valu .
All I really ne dis what I'll be taking with m ...
"You're not talking about suicide I hope," Robert inter
rupted.
'No. no. Of course not," Barney said reassuringly.
'There's no need to rush things. Nature is taking it course and
time is passing fast enough on its own.
"'fhere are several ways to go about this. The easiest
ways are to be dropped into a geyser pool, a peat bog, a tar pit,
or to be frozen, but I decided against all these. I want to make
sure I will be around a vei:y, vei:y long time and geysers are a
bit too unstable for me. With global warming and the green
house effect, who knows what's going to happen to the poles.
Even if they don't melt, we will probably go through a few more
ice ages during the time span I'm talking about. I just don't like
the idea of being dipped in tar and I'm allergic to peat. Being
set in amber would be real classy, but bodies always crumble if
you try to take them out. Being sealed in a dry limestone av
would be good, but I wa afraid som animal might dig in or
the movement of th earth might ev ntually op nit back up. o
in the end I decided on being turned to tone, ju t a th dino
saurs were.
"The first problem was in choosing a site, since we're
talking about an extremely long time. I won't be fossilized over
night, or even in several centuries. I figure I will probably tak
around 300,000 years for me to become pretty well fos ilized.
This means the site has to be relatively stable.
"I've bought an old abandoned quany near my father's
old ranch, primarily out of convenience, but it's relatively free
of volcanic and seismic activity. A consideration of plate tecton
ics indicates that New Mexico will continue moving west at
roughly the same latitude, so the site is unlikely to be de
stroyed by glaciers. It's about four thousand feet above sea
level, so it probably won't be inundated if the oceans rise.
"Erosion could be a problem. There's no way to predict
what the far future Will bring, but I should be alight for the
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near futur . Th quarry i in the foothills. I expect the area will
ontinue to rise in altitud but expect the hill to gradually
w ar down. Th quarry i partially et into the side of a hill, so
d bri from that and hi h r hill hould lowly fill it in, but the
ntir quarry will al ob w rin down. In ca
ro ion works
fa t r than xp t d, I will b ontain d in a p cially d si n d
t 1 b x imb dd d in th bottom of th quarry. If the
t inl
quany di app ar . my ubi 1 will r main, ittin on the ur
fa e of the land c pe. But I think thi i unlik ly. I exp t th
room will be buried for a long time.
'The next problem is: if the cubicle remains buried, how
will anyone know it's there?" Barney pulled several photo
graphs from his shirt pocket and handed a co~ple to_ Robert.
They showed an obelisk leaning against the higher sid~ of the
quany, where it cut into the hill. "This steel structure is 1,000
yards long. It is sunk 100 feet into the bot~o~ of th~ qu~
and rises to just above the rim. Right now 1t is learung agamst
the quany at a 50 degree angle, but as the hills continue to
rise, it will eventually become vertical. This marks ~e sp~t. A
scale engraved on the side indicates how far ~own I 11 _be.
'This is incredible," Robert said, studymg the pictures
carefully.' It must have cost a fortune to build."
"It did," said Barney.
"How wide is it?" Robert asked.
"Six feet by six feet," Barney answered. "It will probably
g t bent out of shape over time, but it i incredibly sturdy. You
know, it' a trange [i elin knowing you have your own monu
m nt."
Barney handed Rob rt a pi ture taken at an angle look
ing down on himself standing next to a 10 foot tall metal cube.
It looked as though it had just been unloaded in the bottom of
the quany from a large semi. The roof of the cube was perfo
rated by a series of funnel-shaped openings.
'This is my cubicle,,, Barney explained. "The ~alls are a
foot thick of solid steel. I had it specially built by Die Bold, the
company that makes bank vaults."
"
"What are these holes in the top for? Robert asked.
"I designed them so they would focu~ the °:axi~~m e
amount of water seepage into the room while mamtam1:1g th
roofs strength and restricting the amount of external dirt.and
debris that can enter. The shape of the quany itself will focus
water down into my cubicle. The floor is the same ~ay so _water
can pass out and the sand will stay in. The roor~ will be filled
with sand containing limestone. Water is essential to the
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permineralization process. The water slowly seeping through
the room will gradually replace the ofter portions of my bones
with lime and other mineral from the and. When this is done,
I will b fossilized. Ev ntually, ev nth hard t part of my
bone will be repla d by min ral . Hop fully, I'll b r trieved
before thi happen , but if not, th n I will b p trifi d. I'v
developed a sp ial and mixtur that will h Ip p d up th
fossilization pro ss, but more importantly, it will not hard n
together into one huge lump of rock. I can't hav th int rior of
the room solidify to stone or no one will ever be able to get me
out of there.
'The cubicle is divided into two compartments. I'll be in
one and the other will contain the things I'm taking with me.
Sort of like a time capsule. It will have a brand new laptop
computer with various disks and CD-ROMs, some of my books
and articles, a selection of my best fossils and artifacts, and
anything else I think is important. There will also be several
hundred photographs-some historical and others, like these,
are of my monument, the cubicle, and me sitting in the fossil
ization compartment exactly as I'll be buried. I'm currently
having the photos engraved on gold-plated copper sheets so
they'll last. Everything else is being treated so they'll be pre
served for the maximum length of time. When this is done,
everything will be sealed in the storage compartment in a com
plete vacuum.
"At first I wasn't sure how to position myself in the fossil
ization compartment so that I would best reflect our culture,''
Barney smiled, "but then I realized the only proper thing to do
is to be sitting in an easy chair in front of a 1V."
Barney gave Robert a photo showing him in that posi
tion, smiling and waving at the camera.
"Amazing," Robert said, shaking his head in disbelief.
"Now,,, Barney said, "this is where you and the museum
come in. I intend to donate the quarry and my father's ranch
land-roughly 2,000 acres-plus my private fossil collection,
including Lady Di and several partial dinosaur skeletons, all to
the museum. (I'm sure there are more dinosaurs out on the
ranch.) In exchange, I want the board of directors to guarantee
that for as long as the museum is in existence, the quany site
will not be disturbed in any way that would effect my fossiliza
tion. I have a very large life insurance policy on myself. The
settlement will be put in trust to pay for property taxes and
whatever maintenance is required. My lawyer will be sending
you a contract to this effect. I'm sure the board of directors will
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find this a very generous offer...
"Yes, rm sure th y will, ' Robert replied with a smile. "It
looks to me like you've considered everything. You've obviously
put a lot of thought into this."
Looking at hi wat h, Robert di ov red h was very late
for hi n xt appointm nt. Aft r paying for th ir Jun h, they
t pp d out into th rain. Barn y wrapp d hi coat tightly
around him, pulled hi hat down on hi h ad, and drift d down
the tre t to the bu top, while Robert walk d back across the
park to the museum. The homeless man wa~ trying t~ shelter
himself from the rain underneath a dense pme tree with only a
bottle to keep him warm.
As Barney predicted, time passed quickly and two years
after a long illness he died of pneumonia. The museum made
the arrangements for the funeral, such as it was. Robert ar
rived at the quany late in the afternoon. The hearse and s~v
eral of the museum's directors were already there, along with
various construction workers.
Robert recruited one of the worlanen to assist him and
the two mortuary men as pallbearers. While the rest of the
workmen and the directors stood off to one side, talking among
themselves. The pallbearers pulled the casket fro~ the h:arse
and carried it down a walkway to the cubicle, which was m a
large pit dug into the bottom of the quany. Setting the casket
down just outside the open door, Robert looked into the room
as the workman left to rejoin his co-workers.
The room was just as it had appeared in the photo- .
graphs. It looked like a very small living room, co~plete with
television and VCR, but no electricity. The only difference from
the photos was that now a small satellite dis~ sat on top of the
1V. Robert thought of how the ancient Egyptians would bury
their dead with all their possessions.
.
The two mortuary men opened the casket an_d car_ne~
Barney's limp and lifeless body into the room, placmg hun in
the easy chair. The effects of rigor mortis ha~ al~eady passed.
As the men closed the empty coffin and carried 1t back to the
hearse, Robert placed the remote control in Barney's hand as
specified in the will. Barney had a weird sense of humor, Robert thought, smiling.
.
.
One of the workmen then came down mto the pit carry. ing the end of a long hose. Robert supervis~d as the ~an care
full began filling up the room with the m01st sand mixture.
Sto~ping when sand started spilling out of the room,_ Robert
closed the door, latching it with its unusual mechanism that
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Mosaic
Laura Albrecht

H r hine got to you
All that glint emb dded,
Fish scales in her flesh,
Glass shards patchworked,
Sharp on every edge, giving
A slick, slicing feel.
She shone, as flashy
As a gumball machine
Diamond ring, something
Small you wanted to twist
Around your big finger.
Maybe you wanted once
To slam your palm down
On her hard just to see
If her splinters could
Penetrate your muscle.
Maybe you wanted to grind
Her coat down, feel
The sandy grit that fit
Together tight to form her.
Maybe you wanted to hold
Her over a high flame,
Hot enough to melt
Her down to a dripping
Clear liquid you could pour
Into a metal mold, form
Something see-through, new.
But she slipped from your
Sight, wouldn't shatter
Wouldn't shift, wouldn;t cut.
In all those reflective
Bits glittering, all those
Flinty mirror pieces,
What did she show you?
How much did you miss?

Big, little
Thomas Keames
I try not to be prejudiced,
I'm a democrat, I vote,
but when he sat beside me and
the unsuspecting bench shuddered,
I did, too.
Don't look, don't acknowledge.
It's not wrong of me if he can't
notice my nose wrinkle from the
septic stench of his flop sweat,
insolent and unearned, or
my slight shift away, desperate to
avoid even the briefest, most accidental
brush of his billowing arm, not bicep.
Not right, not Constitutional
to feel this way, superior, not equal.
We both smoke, big chimney,
little chimney. (Madonna said on
M'IV that cigarettes were an appetite
suppressant. Last time I listen to her.)
Cigarette clenched between his lips,
he searches through his
overstuffed backpack for a lite,
can't find one, doesn't ask me. He
doesn't see me, I'm too little.
But how can he not notice me?
My smoke, my secondhand, breathy but
discreet, must telegraph my warped, wicked
scenario of him embedded on his sofa,
exploring his belly
like Columbus would a globe. The
same Columbus who enslaved those poor
Indians, but still won a holiday for eternity.
Maybe this unfortunate soul is a descendant
of the poor bastards, and all that genetically
inherited repression has manifested itself in a
need, a desire, a lust, for filler. I want to
help, help him live like a normal human being,
like me, but he thinks I'm too little.
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bios
H l V •
The fat ha tard left. anc r tick till
firmly in place. Didn't need a thing from
me,
not a lite, not a hello, not a goodbye, not a
hey-nice-weather-we're-having-sorry-my
obesity-is-making-you-so-uncomfortable.
Corpulent, lazy, shit-filled, fat-assed fucker!
Go ahead, leave, pretend I'm not here. I
hope you just get bigger and bigger and bigger until you
explode
and there's nothing left of you but that
rancid stench and the cigarette I was too
little to light. Leave me on the relieved bench
exhaling my images of your rolls cascading
down your sides while I just get
smaller and
smaller.

Laura Albrecht i a Wright State alumna and has been
publi hed in Nexus and Flight .
Carmen Aschinger graduated from Wright State University
with a degree in English in June of 1995. During her four
years at Wright State, she worked as a graphic designer for, as
unlikely as it sounds, a motorcycle dealership. She hopes to
work in the advertising field in some capacity and if she doesn't
like it.. .it's off to graduate school.
Maria Bennett is Assistant Professor of English at City
University of New York. Her own poetry and translations from
Spanish have appeared in Crab Creek Review, New Letters,
Ignite and Visions International.
James Braziel is originally from South Georgia and now lives
in Massachusetts, taking care of his children. "I write when
time permits."
Ted Brown resides in Houston, Texas.
Lane Dunlop resides in New York City.
Donald Fuston resides in Englewood, Ohio.
soren gormley spends his time writing, re-writing, playing
guitar and singing in a band (emily's motives}, smiling, writing
some more, crying, gardening, eating tahini and honey
sandwiches, reading, shifting through too many late-night
conversations at Denny's, and pretending to be an
undergraduate student at Wright State University.
John Grey is an Australian born poet, playwright and
musician. His play "Wake To It" ran at Providence's Newgate
Theater this past Fall. He has been published in Louisiana
Literature, the Louisville Review and American Writing.
Ken Haponek is a senior a~ Wright Stat~ Uni~ersity m~jo~~
in secondary English and history education. My goal m life 1s
to invent a properly syntaxed word with quadruple hyphen
ation. At this moment, my life is harmonious, cheesy, and
okey-dokey."
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Patty Houston teaches writing to children and adult , do
fre lane work for Antenna, an art magazin in Cin innaU,
and write poetry and hort tori . Sh liv in Cin innati
with her hu band and two daught r .
Thomas Kearnes attends Southw t Texa Stat University in
San Marcos, Texas. He majors in theatre arts.
Prabhakar Kudva is a student at the University of Utah,
working on a Ph.D. in computer science. She has work
forthcoming in Soundings East, Shades, Cold Mountain Review,
Paper Salad and Barnabe Mountain Review.
Cathy Lentes has recently had her poems published in Ship of
Fools, Riverwind, Canto and The Ohio Poetry Day Best of 1995
Anthology. She received the 1994 Judson Jerome Scholarship
for poetry. "I live With my husband and three children on a
farm in southwest Ohio and teach creative wrtting at the local
elementary school.,,
Janice L. Lucas is the 1995-96 visiting assistant professor
With the Kettering Foundation. She is on the faculty of
Language Arts at Gulf Cost Community College in Panama
City, Florida where she teaches English and literature.
Janice's desire is to make it past the century mark as did her
maternal great-great-grandmother, Lucy Crowell, who lived to
be at least 112 and her daughter Bessie Staley, who still lives
at age 107. Aunt Bessie's advice for longevity, "Know God,
Know Yourself and Know God for Yourself."
Richard Morales is retired from the U.S. Marine Corps. He is
a senior attending Wright State majoring in communication
studies. He graduated from Sinclair College and he plans to
continue his studies in conflict resolution for his masters
degree.
Jason Porter resides in Seattle, Washington.
Scarecrow (a.k.a. Charlie Mehrhoff) hangs out in Tigard.
"poet
once you get past the language
of the world."
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Chad Smith is a sophomore history major at Wright State
Univ r ity. He has decided that the most pleasure in life
omes from eccentric living, with a large ide of humor.
Cindy J. Smith graduated from Wright State University's
School of Medicine in 1990. "I now live and work as a poet and
psychiatrist in Seattle, Washington. My poetry reflects my
midwestem background, my work as a physician and a deep
responsiveness to landscape."
John Richard Stephens has been a professional writer since
1989 and has published dozen of articles in newspapers and
magazines, including a recent article for Penthouse on postage
stamps. He is also the author/editor of the following books:
The Enchanted Cat, Prima Publishing 1990; Weird Histocy 101,
Adams Media Corporation 1996 and Vampires, Wine and Roses
Berkley Books 1996.
Gail Taylor writes for the Springfield News-Sun. Her poetry
has appeared in the Jitterview: Poetry from the Blue Moos~
Cafe and Pokeberry Days: A West Virginia Literary Collection.
She loves to disco dance.
Andy Wibbles is a junior acting major. His play Roadkill, was
produced at the Jubilee Theatre in Spring of 1994. Two o~e~
plays, Bared Soles and Worms will be premiered at the ~pnng s
Play Wright New Works Festival. His professional goal 1s to be
a director and playwright of new theatre.
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It's 12:01
I'm in a room
an empty room
and the only ound that I hear
i the ound of my voice
echoing and ascending
from its mound of reeds
a Mute Swan
dreaming of Leda
ail above Spring lake
through the chilling
January air. In aw
a litary bird watcher
with rai d binoculars
hear the occa ional wing-beats
penetrating
breaking the silence.
Trembling
a homele man emerg
from hi cardboard chry ali
-tep off a curb
into a Yellow Cab
tacking along the A venue
of the Americas
dipping his legs.
His song of departure
muted by the din
unable to rise above
the canyon of New York City.

It's 12:02.
I'm m a room, an empty room.
Greg Hagan
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the ability to discern: what comes from the muse,
what does not.

some people, pulling and wearing, test fabric.
others, gifted w / superior taste buds,
gather to compare wine.

there was once a time of no men and of no mirrors,
merely the most gentle of ponds
spread out across the floor.

-Scarecrow
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